**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

1. **Aim toward target area to be treated and away from people and pets.**
2. To improve accuracy, use slider to extend wand.
3. Press the trigger to spray.
4. Release the trigger to stop spray.

**After use:**
- Call 1-800-917-5438 or visit our website at www.spectracide.com
- **QUESTIONS & COMMENTS:**

**Use:**
- **PICTURED WEED:**
  - Diquat, Fluazifop-p-butyl, Dicamba
  - Leaves yellowing/browning, then falls out in 1-3 weeks
  - Works faster at higher volume
  - For best results, apply in square feet (length x width).
- **WHERE TO USE:**
  - Foundations; & In Large Areas
  - On Patios, Walkways & Driveways; Around Flowers, Shrubs & Trees; Along Fences & Outdoors
- **WHEN TO APPLY:**
  - Under dry conditions, water lawn every other day for a week before applying this product.
  - Water one day after application.
  - To avoid drift to desirable plants, apply when the air is calm.
  - 30° or less, no wind
  - No rain in 2 hours
- **Environmental Hazards:**
  - Cause moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing.
  - CAUTION: **Do not allow people or pets to enter the treated area until the affected grass is completely dead.**

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:**
- **Stable at room temperature:**
  - Do not discard the AccuShot ® Sprayer. Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container, except as described in the directions for use.
- **Pesticide Storage:**
  - Store pesticide in a cool, dry place. Do not store near food or food products.
  - Keep out of reach of children and pets.
- **First Aid:**
  - **If on skin:** Wash skin thoroughly with soap and water. If not relieved, call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.
  - **If in eyes:** Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
  - **If swallowed:** Do not induce vomiting. Give 2-3 tablespoons of water or milk. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

**Operating Notes:**
- **Twist nozzle to adjust spray from CLOSE to SPRAY or STREAM.**
- **Insert the positive secure snap the hose plug into opening in cap until it snaps into place.**
- **When priming the sprayer, hold sprayer level to the ground. Squeeze and hold trigger until liquid comes out the outdoor drain.**
- **If empty:** Wipe off any spilled product. Tightly close cap. When finished using sprayer, remove and discard batteries.
- **Properly secure sprayer in holster may result in leakage and damage to property or injury to people or animals.**

**Additional operating notes:**
- Mix alkaline, carbon-zinc or rechargeable batteries.
- Always twist sprayer nozzle completely to CLOSE position.

**Environmental Hazards:**
- Do not apply at a rate greater than 2 gallons per 1,000 square feet.
- Use least amount of active ingredient needed to achieve desired results.
- Do not contaminate water, food or feed sources by disposing of spray residue or equipment.
STOP.
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Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Accushot®

• Rake up and remove loosened thatch or debris.

Wait seven days after last application to rake, till or replant with seed or sod.

4. Under dry conditions, water lawn every other day for a week before applying this product.

• To avoid drift to desirable plants, apply when the air is calm.

TIPS FOR REPLANTING

5. Do not mow for seven days before or after treatment.

6. Other areas in your yard.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCUSHOT

1. Aim toward target area to be treated and away from people and pets.

• 2. To improve accuracy, use slider to extend wand.

• 3. Press the trigger to spray.

• 4. Release the trigger to stop spray.

After use:

15-20 minutes.

First Aid

1. Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water.

• Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for

5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.

• Take off contaminated clothing.

• Remove contaminated clothing and wash before reuse.

• Wash hands after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

• Get medical help if you feel unwell at any time.

• Keep flowing water running while using any treatment or disposal methods.

• Wear long-sleeved shirt, long pants, shoes and socks.

Pesticide Disposal:

Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.
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WATER

AUGMENTED

DETERGENT

CONCENTRATED

WATER

CONCENTRATE

DISCHARGE

DISTRIBUTED

To protect the outdoor drain.

†GUARANTEED RESULTS OR YOUR MONEY BACK

For use as a refill for Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot®.
Extendable Wand
For Accuracy

READY TO USE

WEED STOP®
FOR LAWNS®

Net Contents 1 gal (128 fl oz / 3.7 L)
Consulte el folleto en la parte posterior para conocer las declaraciones preventivas adicionales.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

Active Ingredients:
*2,4-D, dimethylamine salt...................0.593%
**Mecoprop-p, dimethylamine salt .......0.144%
***Dicamba, dimethylamine salt...........0.066%
Other Ingredients.................................99.197%
Total ................................................. 100.000%

Contains: 
*0.493% 2,4-D equivalent.
**0.119% Mecoprop-p equivalent.
***0.055% Dicamba equivalent.
Contains single isomer form of MCPP-p.

NOTE: DO NOT USE ON FLORATAM VARIETY OF ST. AUGUSTINE GRASS IN FLORIDA.

See Results In Hours
Kills The Roots
Rainproof – Won’t Wash Away
Kills the Weeds, Not the Lawn™
When used as directed

Herbicida para céspedes

Forms: 
- Henbit
- Dandelion
- Clover
- Plantain

See Results
In Hours
Kills The Roots
Rainproof – Won’t Wash Away
Kills the Weeds, Not the Lawn™
When used as directed

NOTE: DO NOT USE ON FLORATAM VARIETY OF ST. AUGUSTINE GRASS IN FLORIDA.

See back booklet for additional precautionary statements.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

17-16686

For terms of guarantee, see back panel.

17-16689
For outdoor residential use only.

Kills The Root

WEED & GRASS KILLER®

READY TO USE

Net Contents 1 gal (128 fl oz / 3.78 L)

17-17411

† For terms of guarantee, see back panel.

See back booklet for additional precautionary statements.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

Active Ingredients:
Diquat Dibromide ....................... 0.12%
Fluazifop-p-butyl........................ 0.06%
Dicamba, dimethylamine salt ..... 0.04%
Other Ingredients ..................... 99.78%
Total....................................... 100.00%

For Best Results, Apply When Temperature Is Above 60 °F

Rainproof In
15 Minutes

Visible Results
As Fast As
3 Hours

COMBO ACCUSHOT™

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

Final Approval Review Checklist

Final Approval Review Checklist

Printed in USA

For terms of guarantee, see back panel.

Keep out of reach of children.

Caution.

Active ingredients:
Diquat dibromide 0.12%, fluazifop-p-butyl 0.06%, dicamba, dimethylamine salt 0.04%, other ingredients 99.78%

Total 100.00%

For best results, apply when temperature is above 60°F.

Rainproof in 15 minutes.

Visible results as fast as 3 hours.

Combination ACCUSHOT™

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

Final Approval Review Checklist

Final Approval Review Checklist

Printed in USA
**PICTURED WEED: When To Use**

- On Patios, Walkways & Driveways; Around Flowers, Shrubs & Trees; Along Fences &
- \*temperatures. Works faster at higher °F.

**EXPECTED VISUAL SYMPTOMS:**

- Leaves yellowing/browning, then

**QUESTIONS & COMMENTS:**

- Twist nozzle to adjust spray from CLOSE to SPRAY or STREAM.
- Repeat application will not wash away effectiveness.
- To improve accuracy, use slider to extend wand.
- Aim toward target area to be treated and away from people and pets.
- To prevent leakage, place sprayer in holster. Store this product only in its original container in a secure storage area away from sources of heat or open flame and in an area inaccessible to children and pets.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

- Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing.
- Rake up and remove loosened thatch or debris.
- Do not use on or around edible feed or food crops.
- Do not allow people or pets to touch treated plants until the sprays have dried.
- Keep from freezing.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

1. **WHEN TO APPLY**
   - Determine size of area to be treated — measure length and width in feet, then multiply to determine coverage area in square feet (length x width).
   - For best results, apply in spring or fall, when daytime temperatures are at least 60°F.
   - Under dry conditions, water lawn every other day for a week before applying this product.
   - Rake up and remove loosened thatch or debris.

2. **HOW TO APPLY**
   - Protect desirable plants with a piece of plastic or cardboard.
   - Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.
   - Wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing.
   - If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain, sewer, storm drain, gutter, or ditch. Do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Properly disposing of used containers helps protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Properly disposing of used containers helps protect the environment.
   - Turn off water source to equipment.
   - Place sprayer in holster. Store this product only in its original container in a secure storage area away from sources of heat or open flame and in an area inaccessible to children and pets.
   - If partly filled:
     - Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain, sewer, storm drain, gutter, or ditch. Do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Properly disposing of used containers helps protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Properly disposing of used containers helps protect the environment.
   - Turn the nozzle to “CLOSE” position. To prevent leakage, place sprayer in holster. Store this product only in its original container in a secure storage area away from sources of heat or open flame and in an area inaccessible to children and pets.
   - Slide switch on hose plug counterclockwise to “OPEN.”
   - Turn hose plug switch clockwise to “CLOSE.”

3. **WHEN TO REPLANT**
   - All ornamental / flowers, trees and shrubs may be planted one day after application. Plant New Flowers, Trees & Shrubs in Visible Results as Fast as 3 Hours.
WHERE TO USE
On Patios, Walkways & Driveways; Around Flowers, Shrubs & Trees; Along Fences &

Expected Visual Symptoms:
Leaves yellowing/browning, then

WHEN TO APPLY

60˚F to together with the original dated store receipt showing the price you paid. Please allow 6-8 weeks for processing.

WHEN TO REPLANT

TIPS FOR REPLANTING
• If desirable plants are accidentally sprayed, wash plants with water immediately.

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
• Keep area moist for two weeks to establish new lawn, then water as needed.

EXCEPTED SYMPTOMS:

Leaves yellowing/browning, then

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. Aim toward target area to be treated and away from people and pets.

2. Turn hose plug switch clockwise to “CLOSE.”

3. For best results, apply in spring or fall, when daytime temperatures are at least 60˚F.

4. Release the trigger to stop spray.

5. If empty:

6. One gallon treats 300 sq ft.

7. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

8. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

9. • Take off contaminated clothing.

10. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

11. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

12. • Take off contaminated clothing.

13. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

14. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

15. • Take off contaminated clothing.

16. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

17. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

18. • Take off contaminated clothing.

19. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

20. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

21. • Take off contaminated clothing.

22. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

23. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

24. • Take off contaminated clothing.

25. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

26. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

27. • Take off contaminated clothing.

28. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

29. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

30. • Take off contaminated clothing.

31. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

32. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

33. • Take off contaminated clothing.

34. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

35. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

36. • Take off contaminated clothing.

37. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

38. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

39. • Take off contaminated clothing.

40. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

41. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

42. • Take off contaminated clothing.

43. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

44. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

45. • Take off contaminated clothing.

46. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

47. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

48. • Take off contaminated clothing.

49. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

50. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

51. • Take off contaminated clothing.

52. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

53. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

54. • Take off contaminated clothing.

55. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

56. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

57. • Take off contaminated clothing.

58. • Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

59. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

60. • Take off contaminated clothing.

†GUARANTEED RESULTS OR YOUR MONEY BACK

SAFETY FIRST: Always wear personal protective equipment when using this product. Have the product container or label with you when calling a Poison Control Center or doctor, or going for treatment.
**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

1. **Choose Your Sprayer**
   - Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™
     - IF YOU PREFER A HAND HELD SPRAYER: Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Hose Sprayer
   - Before applying, read the entire label.
   - User: Just add water to activate batteries.
   - Hose: Requires 7 fl oz or 1 gallon of water.

2. **How to Apply**
   - **ON PATIOS, WALKWAYS & DRIVEWAYS; AROUND FLOWERS, SHRUBS & TREES; ALONG FENCES & BOUNDARIES:**
     - For best results, apply during warm, sunny weather (above 60°F) when weeds are actively growing. Rainfall or watering 15 minutes after application can reduce effectiveness. For best results, apply during the cooler part of the day (just before sunset) or during the cooler part of the night (just after sunset).
   - **FOR LAWN RENOVATION/REPLACEMENT:**
     - All ornamental flowers, trees and shrubs may be planted after application. Visible results as fast as 3 hours. Rainproof in 15 minutes. Specifiable area with visible results depends on weed type, temperature and application rate. Triple-Powered Weed & Grass Killing Formula - Diquat, Fluazifop-p-butyl, Dicamba.

3. **Operating Instructions for AccuShot®**
   - 1. Determine size of area to be treated — measure length and width in feet, then multiply to determine coverage area in square feet (length x width).
   - 2. To improve accuracy, use slider to extend wand.
   - 4. Release the trigger to stop spray.
   - 5. Securely snap the hose plug into opening in cap until it snaps into place.
   - 6. Twist sprayer nozzle completely to CLOSE position.
   - 7. Slide switch on hose plug counterclockwise to "OPEN." The nozzle will now "PEEL HERE."

4. **Rejuvenation Instructions**
   - NOT GUARANTEED RESULTS OR YOUR MONEY BACK
   - This pesticide is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in a waterway, in or near a marsh, pond, stream, lake, wetland or other surface water or about to enter such water can result in the violation of Federal law. This pesticide contains chemicals that may cause or contribute to animal health effects in the marine environment. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in a waterway, in or near a marsh, pond, stream, lake, wetland or other surface water or about to enter such water can result in the violation of Federal law.

**WARNING**

- **Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing.**
- Users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Users should remove clothing and personal protective equipment immediately after handling this product.
- Users should wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, users should wash hands with soap and water. As soon as possible, users should wash all clothing with soap and hot water before wearing again.

**IN CASE OF ACCIDENT**

- Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.
- Clothing:
  - Remove contaminated clothing. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, users should wash hands with soap and water. As soon as possible, users should wash all clothing with soap and hot water before wearing again.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

- Do not store near foods or feeds or where it may come into contact with them. Keep out of reach of children.
- Store in a secure area away from sources of heat or open flame and in an area inaccessible to children and pets.
- **NOTICE:** To the extent required by applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with the instructions on this label.

**REGISTRATION**

- EPA Reg. No. 9688-293-8845
- EPA Est. Nos. 9688-MO-1 U, 58996-MO-1 AE

**COMPANY INFORMATION**

- Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Hose Sprayer: 1 gallon
- Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™: 7 fl oz

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

- Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing.
- Do not inhale spray mist.
- Use with adequate ventilation.
- Do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface water is present.
- Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate.
- Do not apply directly to ponds, lakes, streams, rivers, or other bodies of water.
- Do not use in or around fish ponds.
- **WARNING:** The maximum safe application rate for Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Hose Sprayer is 2 gallons per acre.
- **NOTICE:** To the extent required by applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with the instructions on this label.

**SERVICE/COMPLAINTS**

- 1-800-858-7178 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
- www.spectracide.com

**NOTICE**

- Caution: This pesticide is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in a waterway, in or near a marsh, pond, stream, lake, wetland or other surface water or about to enter such water can result in the violation of Federal law.

**FIND OUT MORE**

- Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Hose Sprayer: 1 gallon
- Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™: 7 fl oz

**RELATED PRODUCTS**

- Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Hose Sprayer: 1 gallon
- Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™: 7 fl oz

**READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE USE.**

- Do not allow people or pets to touch treated plants until the sprays have dried.
- Completely cover the leaves of the target vegetation. Do not overspray.
- Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash hands with soap and water. As soon as possible, wash all clothing with soap and hot water before wearing again.

**REPLACEMENT BATTERIES**

- To replace batteries:
  - Perform step 5 of the instructions.
  - Remove used batteries and insert four new AA batteries.

**PRESSURE REGULATOR**

- **WARNING:** To avoid injury, do not adjust orifices on the pressure regulator.

**BATTERY COMPARTMENT**

- **WARNING:** To avoid injury, do not touch the battery terminals or exposed copper of the battery compartment.

**SPRAY WAND**

- **WARNING:** To avoid injury, do not adjust orifices or spray wands.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
WARNING: Causes skin irritation. Causes moderate eye irritation. Do not put on skin or clothing. Avoid contact with eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):
Wear chemical-resistant gloves made out of any waterproof material.

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS:
Users should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-800-917-5438 for emergency medical treatment advice.

Environmental Hazards:
This product is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when it is not predicted for the next 24 hours may reduce the risk of drift. Save water by using this product when the wind or rain does not blow or wash pesticides off the treatment area. Rinsing application equipment over the treated area will help avoid runoff to water bodies or drainage systems.

APPLICATION RESTRICTIONS:
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact any person or pet, either directly or through drift. Keep people and pets out of the area during application. Do not use this product on any indoor or outdoor drain. Do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. This pesticide is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when it is not predicted for the next 24 hours may reduce the risk of drift. Save water by using this product when the wind or rain does not blow or wash pesticides off the treatment area. Rinsing application equipment over the treated area will help avoid runoff to water bodies or drainage systems.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
STOP: Read Entire Label Before Use.

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Do not allow people or pets to enter the treated area until sprays have dried.

APPLICATION:

Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Dose Refill

INSTRUCTIONS:

For use on a single dose of Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot®. To refill Spectracide Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot®, remove cap from bottle to be refilled then measure 7 fl oz and add water to make 1 gal. Replace cap and tightly close. Wipe off any spilled product.
Environmental Hazards
This product is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application is required to avoid drift. Also, do not allow water to enter drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application is required to avoid drift. Also, do not allow water to enter drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters.

Application Restrictions
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact any person or pet either directly or through drift. Keep people and pets out of the area during application. Do not apply this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application. Do not make more than two applications per year to any given area. Do NOT use for spot weed treatment in lawns, since Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Dose Refill kills all green plants, including lawn grasses.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
STOP. Read Entire Label Before Use.

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Do not allow people or pets to enter the treated area until sprays have dried.

Directions for Use

For use as a refill for Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™. To refill Spectracide Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™, remove cap from bottle to be refilled. Then measure 7 fl oz and add water to make 1 gal. Replace cap and tightly close. Wipe off any spilled product.

Guidelines

For use in a garden or lawn

Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™ is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application is required to avoid drift. Also, do not allow water to enter drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters.

Application Restrictions
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact any person or pet either directly or through drift. Keep people and pets out of the area during application. Do not apply this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application. Do not make more than two applications per year to any given area. Do NOT use for spot weed treatment in lawns, since Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Dose Refill kills all green plants, including lawn grasses.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
STOP. Read Entire Label Before Use.

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Do not allow people or pets to enter the treated area until sprays have dried.

Directions for Use

For use as a refill for Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™. To refill Spectracide Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™, remove cap from bottle to be refilled. Then measure 7 fl oz and add water to make 1 gal. Replace cap and tightly close. Wipe off any spilled product.

Guidelines

For use in a garden or lawn

Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo AccuShot™ is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application is required to avoid drift. Also, do not allow water to enter drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters.

Application Restrictions
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact any person or pet either directly or through drift. Keep people and pets out of the area during application. Do not apply this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for at least four hours following application. Do not make more than two applications per year to any given area. Do NOT use for spot weed treatment in lawns, since Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Dose Refill kills all green plants, including lawn grasses.
**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**First Aid**

If in Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on Skin or Clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Wash skin with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the treated area. Wash any equipment used in application over the treated area. Rinsing application equipment over the treated area will help avoid runoff to areas that may be susceptible to pollution or contamination. Wear.comfortable protective clothing. Remove and wash clothing, if necessary, as soon as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.

**User Safety Recommendations**

Users should remove clothing and personal protective equipment immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.

**Environmental Hazards**

This pesticide is toxic to aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when wind is not predominant for four hours will help ensure that wind or rain does not blow or wash pesticide off the treatment area. Rinsing application equipment over the treated area will help avoid runoff to water bodies or drainage systems.

**APPLICATION RESTRICTIONS**

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact any person or pet, either directly or through drift. Keep people and pets out of the area during application. Do not apply to untreated, fresh-cut vegetables. Do not make more than two applications per year to any given area. Do NOT use for spot weed treatment in lawns, since Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer Combo Dose Refill kills all green plants, including lawn grasses.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

This product must be used in its original container. In a secured storage area away from sources of heat or open flame.

**POTENTIAL HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

WARNING. Causes skin irritation. Causes moderate eye irritation. Do not put on or into clothing. Avoid contact with eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the treated area. Protect product from freezing. Protect product from sources of heat or open flame.

**Questions & Comments?**

Call 1-800-917-5438 or visit our website at www.spectracide.com

**Please allow 6-8 weeks for processing.**

Distributed by Spectrum Group, Division of United Industries Corporation, PO Box 142642, St. Louis, MO 63114-0642

EPA Reg. No. 9688-265-8845

Corporation, PO Box 142642, St. Louis, MO 63114-0642

EPA Est. Nos. 9688-MO-1 **U**, 58996-MO-1 **AE**

Circled letter is first letter of lot number.